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METHOD AND GRAPHS FOR THE EVALUATION OF AIR-INDUCTION
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SUMMARY

Qraph8 ?uLve been daeloped for rapt%!evaluaiwn of air-
indwction ~8tem-S jrom COlMid8d07M of the’ir aerod~mic-
p.qfmna parmnetem in combinaticm with power-p.kd
characterkim. The graphs cover the range of WLpemonicMach
numbersup to 3.0. Exumpl-esare preaen$edfor an air-imktion
&ystemand engine combindm & two Mach numbem and two
altituck in order to dkatra$e the methodand applicatiw of the
graph8. The examples 8how thut jet-engim3 characteristic im-
pose redrictimw on the Me ofw ink% if t.b maximum net
thrwta are to be realized& alljlight conditions.

INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain n true indication of the worth of a given
air-induction system as a component of a propulsive unit,
it is necessary to employ an evaluation parameter that repre-
sents a summation of all the gains and penalties resulting
from the use of that particular system. Such a parameter
should consider not only the aerodynamic of the entire
installation but also such factora as the -weight, mechanical
complexity, purpose of the airoraft, and manv others.
Obviously, suoh a univem41 parameter iS ~c~t to dtive
and even more diflicult to apply. For this reason, it is con-
venient to make a partial evaluation based on the aero-
dynamic considerations before attempting a general evalua-
tion. In such a caae, the net thrust or the net thermal
efficiency can be used aa @urea of merit bemuse they pro-
vide a measure of the aerodynamic and thermodynamic
qualities of the installation. The net thrust represents the
force remaining after subtraction of the drag chargeable to
the propulsive s@em from the thrust that it develops. The
net thermal efficiency may be obtained from the net thrust,
the flight velocity, and the rate of fuel consumption.

The maximum net thrust and thermal efficiency attainable
with a jet-engine installation depend greatly on the per-
formance of the air-induction s~tem employed. The char-
acteristics of air-induction systems are usually presented in
terms of total-pre9sure recovery, external drag coeftioient,
and mass-flow ratio. Unless all three of these pamunetera
for one system excel those for another at supersonic speeds,
it is diflicult to choose the better system bemuse of, the
interdependence of the engine and rnduction-system para-
meters. Because of this interdependence, it is necessary to
combine the induction system and power-plant characteris-
tics so as to obtain a single @ure of merit for the complete
installation. By comparing the figures of merit, it is pos-
sible b establish the relative aerodynamic worth of WA of
the air-induction systems considered when they are used with
a given engine.

The effects of changw in various parameters on the over-
all perfommnce of propulsive systems have been evaluated
in the past (see refs. 1, 2, and 3); however, the scope of each
of these investigations was limited because the magnitude
of changes due to variations @ parametem were determined
for speoitic engines or speciiic installations. Therefore, the
results have quantitative signifieamce for the assumed in-
stallations only and cannot be applied directly to propulsive
systems having component characteristics d.@erent from
those used in the analyses.

The purpose of this report is to present a method of eval-
uation of various air-induction systems when combined with
arbitrary jet engines, and to present graphs that were de-
veloped to permit rapid determination of the thrust coefE-
cients of a wide variety of jet-propulsion systems (ram jets,
turbojets with afterbuming, ducted fans, eto.). The eval-
uation is baaed on considerations of the air-handling quali-
ties of the induction systems and the component oharacteris-
tica of engimss The method allows seleotion of the aero-
dynamically optimum combination of an induction system
and engine for a particular set of flight conditions. Thus,
it provides the initial solution in the more general problem
that considem the relative merit of systems for a range of
flight conditions.

NOTATION

A oroas-sectionfd area at any point of stream
tube containing the air flowing through the
propulsive system, sq ft

a speed of sound, ft/sec
c., externaldragcodicient Qf propulsive system

based on maximum frontal area of installa-

tion,-J& dimensiodem

C=p’ external drag coefficient of proptive system ‘
based on free-stremn cross-sectional area of

stream tube entering the inlet, Q% dimen-
floAo

sionlew
cF< internalthrustcoefEcientbased on maximum

leas
cri’ internal thrust coefficient based on the free-

stream orowsectionsl area of stream tube

F,
entering the inlet, ~ dimensiordms

goAo
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net thrust coefficient based on the free-stream
cross-sectional area of stream tube entering
the inlet, CF{– C.,’, dimensiordes9

net thrust coefficient based on maximum
frontal area of engine, dimensionless

drag force chargeable to propulsive system d
the engine thrust is defined as the total
momentum at the exit station less that of
the incoming flow in the free stream,
De,+,) –DB+D~, lb

pres$ure and filction drag forces acting on the
basic body shape (fuselage) without an air
inlet, lb

total momentum of the incoming mass of air
at the entrance station less the total
momentum of the same mass of air in the
free stream [(p,Al+m,V1) – (p&+mlVO)],
lb

pressure and friction drag forces acting on
the external surface of the combined basic
body and the propulsive system, lb

net thrust force, I’C-DP, lb
internal thrust force (rate of momentum

change of internal flow between free-strewn
and the tail-pipe exit where static pressure
is assumed equal to the free-stream static
pressure), lb

acceleration due to graviw, .ft/seti
specilic enthalpy, Btu/lb
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
lower heating value of fuel, Btu/.lb
Mach number, dimensionless
mass-flow rote, slugs/see

ADVISORYcoMbmTEIE FOR M3RONAUTICS

~VIA1
mass-flow ratio, —POVOA,
actual rotational speed of engine, rpm

d1.4X519
corrected rotational speed, n ~Tt .. J

(where Y and T, correspond to stagnation
conditions at the inlet of the unit under
com~ideration), rpm

static pressure, lb/sq- ft
total pr~ure, lb/sq ft
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
maximum frontal area of power plant, sq ft
mtium frontal area of installation, sq ft
static temperature, ‘R
total temperature, “R
speed, ft/sec
w-eighkflow rate, lb/see
ratio of specific heats

preswre correction factor, R

net thermal efEciency of propulsive system
(net thrust times the flight speed divided
by energy input rate)

combined adiabatic efficiency of compressor
and turbine

J1
7 temperature-correctionfactcr,~’4~J19~

mws density, slugs/cu ft

Sosscmr’rs

air
body
compressor

thrust
fuel
internal (within boundaries of stream tube

entering the irdet)
total momentum
conditions corresponding to flight ~Mach

number
net
optimum conditions (conditions of beat pcw-

formance)
propulsive system
power plant

,

at standard sea-level static conditions
stagnation conditions

station, as shown in figure 1

SUPERSCRIPTS

‘ based on free-stream area&
* refeience (such as, frontrd area, used in drag coefficient)

METHOD

The method of evaluation consists of determining tbe
maximum net thrust coefficient based on the fiontd area
of the engine at various conditions of flight. The present
report considers primarily the net thrust coefficient because
the net thermal efficiency depends directly on the nit
thrust coefficient (see eq. (AS) of Appendk A); the evalua-
tion at a given flight condition leads to the same conclusions,
regardless of which of the two parameters is used. The net
thermal efficiency is useful in evaluating complete flight
plans when range and endurance must be considered,

In order to evaluate an induction system, the following
information must be availabIe:

1. ‘The induction-system characteristics p~lpb, mltmo,

and CD9 (which represents the total drag chargmble to the

propulsive system) for various Mach numbers and ratios
of inlet area to frontal area of the installation

2. The engine characteristics, such as the exhausbto-inlet
pressure and temperature ratios and the air-hrmdling ca-
pacity (volume of air consumed per second)2

With this information, an inlet size can be selected for
the propulsion system such that it operates at any desired
mass-flow ratio and providw a constant volume of air as
iequired by the engine. The inlet size and the mass-flow
ratio in turn determine the external drag of the system.
Ime rem-Jetond tarkmktongfnedoparotoessentiallywith comtant-wlumeflowelncotho

?’ebalEyP@ tbe Sores holderand at the romp-r Make must mrnolnaimtant ot tho
naxbnrrmelbrable valma. TbM cnhdltbn‘in reqrdmdin order to obtnln tbe nmxlmum
lrrrmtwithanmgbleofagivonlrmltr.drmee.

.
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By the use of the induction%ystem and engine-performance
dat~ corresponding to the operating condition, it is possible
to calculate the net thrust coefficient.

In generrd, the method entails the following steps:
1. The thrust coefficient CF~, based on the free-stremm

area & of the rLir required by” the engine, is calculated for
the given engine as a function of total-pressure recovery
for the flight Mach number and altitude. This computation
is performed using the induction-system characteristics

(PJP% M a function of mdmo), tbe graPbs pr~ented in this
report, and equation (A3) of Appendix A.

2. The drag coefficient attributable to the propulsive
system at various mass-flow ratios, C~fl, is transformed to

CDP’by multiplying C.p by the ratio SIAO. (See eq. (A4)

of Appendk A.)
3, The net thrust coefficient CFB’(based on&) at various

mass-flow ratios is obtained by subtmctiug the drag co-
efficient OIJP’ (step 2) from the thrust coefficient CFz’ (step

1). (See Appendix A, eq. (A6).)
4. The net thrust coefficient Cl. based on the frontal

men of the engine is obtained by transforming (?r%’(step 3)

by means of equation (A7) of Appendix A. “
After these calculations are performed for the range of

operational mass-flow ratios, the maximum net thrust
coefficient att ainnble with tb e given induction-system and
engine combination is found from the plot of Cu. as a func-
tion of ml/m~.

DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIhbMNET THRUST COEFFICIENT

Many air-iiduction systems produce highest total-pressure
recoveries at mass-flow ratios less than the maximum attain-
able at a given supenxmic Mhch number. As the mass-flow-
ratio is reduced from its maximum value until the maximum
total-pressure recovery. is attained, the thrust coefficient
CF~ increases due to rising recovery and so does the drag

coefficient cDp’ due to increasing additive drag (see ref. 4).

Thus, in this range of mass-flow ratio, the total-pressure
recovery and drag have opposite effects on the net thrust
~dficient C.R*’. To attain the maximum net thrust coei%

cient it is necessary, therefore, to provide the air required by,
the engine at an optimum mass-flow ratio that provides the
best compromise between thrust and drag.

Determination of internal thrust coefficient, CFi’.—When

calculations of the net thrust coefficient are made in order to
iind the optimum mass-flow ratio, it is convenient to consider
the flow field existing about a propulsive system to be divided
in two parts, internal and external, the boundary being that
of tho stream tube surrounding the air which enters the
system. The flows within these two regions may be analyzed
separately, and the results can be combined to obtain a
figure of merit for the complete system. It is shown in
Appendix A (eq. (A3)) that when the thrust due to internal
flow ia expressed in coeilicient form (CFj) based on the free-

stream mea of the stream tube entering the induction system
(A), the sign%cnnce of the quantity of air required by the

engine disappeam. Then, the magnitude of qFf’ depends ordy

on the ratio of the exhaust and flight velocities. (The
contribution of the mass of fuel burn”&l, Wflwa, to the thrust,
C=;, is usually on the order of only 5 percent at rated

conditions and, for purposes of induction system comparison,
may be neglected.) This fact makes it possible to isolate
the eilects of the total-pressure recovery on the thermo-
dynamic cycle which determines the magnitude of the in-
ternal ttit Codiicient cFi’ attainable with given engine

characteristics at a ii.xed Mach number and altitude. To
reduce computational effort and to make the determination
of the internal thrust coefficient universal, graphs based on
the thermodynamic cycl& of jet engines have been devel-
oped. ‘

The processeiundergone by the internal air flow from one
station of a propulsion system to another have been repre-
sented graphically in figures 2 to 4 using the tables and
methods of reference 5. (See example 16 of ref. 5 for illustra-
tion of the method .of solution for various states of the gas.)
The subscript numerals designate the stations shown in
figure 1. The assumptions used are independent of any
actual installation. They are as follows:

1. For a turbojet engine, the specific enthalpy change
through” the turbine is equal to the specfic enthalpy rise in
the comprwsor (calculated as if the compression were
isen~pic) divided by the product of the adiabatic efficiencies
(the combined efficiency) of the two units.

2. The air-fuel ratios are those necessary to maintain the
assigned ‘combustion temperature by complete combustion
of a fuel with the lower heating value (L. H. V.) equal to
19,000 Btu pSr pound.

3. The flow in the exhaust nozzle is isentropic; it has-the
properties of air at the exhaust temperatures and leaves the
tail pipe at free-stremn static pressure at all flight conditions.
(This assumption requires an adjustable exhaust nozzl,e with
variable tlroat and tit areas AIOand All.)

Flight and exhaust velocitiw can be determined from figure
2 for ram jets and also for turbojets if the engine performance
is available in the generalized form (p%/p% and T’%/T%)

suggested in reference 6. If not, figures 3 to 5 must be used
to find the effecth of engine operation on the fluid conditions
at the engine outlet or at the entrance of the exhaust nozzle.
Quadrant I of figure 2 presents the variation of the free-
stieam lMach number with the speed of flight at various
altitudes. Quadrant II yields the ratio of reumered total
presswre to free-stream static pre=me. (pt.Jpo)as a function
of tow-pressure recovery (p%/p%) of the air-induction system.

Quadrant HI shows the highest exhaust Mach number
obtainable with the available pre.=ure ratio (p%/PO), which

includes mechanical compression due to the power plant, as a
function of the total temperature of the exhaust. The last
quadrant provides the exhaust velocity corresponding to the
exhaust Mach number and the total tempwature T% ~hm
pll=Po. A correction for the exhaust-nozzle losses can be
applied to the exhaust velocity, which was calculated on the
assumption of isentropic flow, if the actual-to-theoretical
jet-speed ratio is lmown. (See ref. 4.)
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The temperature graph, from which the total temperature
at various stations throughout the proptilve system can be
determined, is shown in figure 3. The effects of altitude,

~ flight Mach number, mechanical compression, and burning
of the fuel are included in this figure. Quadrant IV can be
used to fid the temperatures or the amounts of fuel con-
sumed in afterburning as will as in the main combustion
chambera. The effeota of incomplete combustion or of a
di.fi!erent fuel heating value on fuel consumption can be
taken into account by direct ratios of combustion efficiencies
or of the heating values. The temperature graph is used in
conjunction with the compressor-turbine graph shown in
figure 4 from which the turbine expansion ratio necessary to
drive the compressor can be determined. This @u.re also
previdea the resulting total temperature at the turbine
outlet (T~J for a given inIet temperature.

I?igure 5 presents the variation of the temperature correc-
tion factor with temperature at the compressor or turbrne
inlet. This figure is used to cfdculate the engine operational
conditions from we performance parameters corrected to
standard sea-level conditions. The eflect of temperature
on the ratio of spec%c heats for air has been included in the
temperature correction factor for the compressor because the
stagnation temperature of the fkee stream varies suiiicientiy
to cause error if it were neglected.

The graphs described above allow determination of the
velocities and air-fuel rates that must be knoti in ordar to
caloukite the internal thrust coei3cient CrJ. The coefficient

CFJ is computed by substituting these quantities in-equation

(A3) of Appendix A.
Determination of the external drag coefficient CDP.—The

total drag chargeable to a proptilve unit consists of drag
attibut.able to the induction system, to the mod.ilication of
the airhame necessary to house the engine, and to the inter-
ference of the pressure field of the propulsive system with
other components of the aircraft. The magnitude of drag
chargeable to the induction system depemle on the amount
of diffusion ahead of the inlet, which tia function of mass-flow
ratio (see ref. 7), and on the geometric proportions of the
induction system vdich may be described, in general, by
the length of the induction syskm and the ratio of inlet
area to the frontal area of the installation (AJf3*). The
inlet area necessary to provide the air required by the engine
depends on the inlet mass-flow ratio; if the optimum mass—
flow ratio is unknown, the value of the ratio Al/S* neckssmy
for optimum operation is also unknown. Thus, when the
optimum mass-flow ratio is being calculated, it is necq
to compute the variation of the net thrust coefficient (7F=

with mass-flow ratio for several values of Al/S* which are
between the value for the inlet operating at the maximum
mass-flow ratio and that required at the mass-flow ratio for
maximum total-pressure recovery.

h practice, induction-q-stem chamcteristics me us”tiy
obtained from tests with models having a fixed Al/S* ratio.
If data for various ratios are unavailable, it is necessary to
estimate the tiects of Al/S* ratio on the total-pressure

recovery and drag. The tot&pressure recovery usually is
not aflected appreciably by small changes in the inlet size.
The changw in drag, howevq, must be taken into consider-
ation at a given mass-flow ratio, the additive drag varies
directly with the inlet arm, while the surface pressure drag,
which is roughly proportional to the square of the angle of
inclination of the external surface of the induction system
with respect to the flow direction decreases slightly as the
inlet area is increased.

DETERMINATION OF INLET SIZE FOR OPTIMUM OPERATION

To develop maximum thrust at a given flight condition
with an engine operating with a iixed volumetric capacity, it
is necessary to match the engine and the induction system so
that the latter operates at the optimum mass-flow ratio,
This condition is attained ~hen the induction~ystem inlet
area (AJ is such that the cross-sectional area of the free-
s&am tube. entering the inlet (AJ is equal to thut required
by the engine. l?or a iixed volumetric capacity, the mea AO
required by the engine mries directly with the total-prwaure
recovery at the exit of the induction system. TIIis area
(.Ao) ckn be fetid using relations given in Appendix B (see
eqs. (B1) and (B8)) and the engine characteristics, ~he
inlet area (Al) can be found from the equation de&ing the
msss-flow ratio, that is, ml/%= AJAl.

The engiue air requirements change with Mrtch number and
altitude, and the optimum mass-flow ratio usually changes
with Mach number. Thus, it is unlikely that any one pro-
p@sh SYSteIUwilldevelop the mtium net thrust at all
ilight conditions unless the inlet area is adjustable, If the
engine air requirements are adjusted to the characteristics of
the induction system having a constant inlet area by means
of engine-speed control, the propulsive system will not
develop the attainable maximum net thrust at off-design
fright conditions.’ Appendix C presents the relations be-
tween the mass-flow ratio, the total-pressure recovery, and
the engine air requirements at various engine speeds; these
relations provide the information necessary for computation
of engine performance at part-throttle operation.

ILLUSTRA1’il’E EXAMPLES

APPLICATION OF GItAPES

The use of the graphs can be demonstrated best by illus-
trative exarnpks. For this purpose a ram jet and a turbojet
with and without afterburning have been selected. When
the charts are used for det * the internal thrust
coefEcients of actual installations, the actual induction
system and engine characteristics are used; in the present
report, these characteristics have been assumed, The com-
putations were performed for various total-premure recoveries

(%JP% from 1.O to 0.4) ~d Mach numbem (~0 ~m 1.0 ~

3.0) in order to obtain data for the example induction-system
calculations presented later in this report.

Earn jet.—l%e steps of solution, presented in tabular form,
for a ram jet flying at a Mach number 2.0 in the isothermal

Jslncathee@modfnmilynme at themaximumsped aflowableforomtlnuouaopxatlen
(ratedrpm), tbe @ mntml ran only rwlumthe speed. Thrq the wrightof rdrhandled
peraewndand the op?iatfngtem~ dmreez.ewith theresultthat thruetdrareaam,
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region of the atmosphere are as follows (the assumed values
are indicated by asterisks):

.
Item &mm Udb Qnantity

Vo Ng.~ qnadrantL.-.. --... --- . . . . . . . . . . ---- .&__ . . ..- 18hl

?$:,
Induotion+ptem olmraoierMcs_.. ------- Nono_____ W.w

G

III’
x W % q~~t m------------------------ None--------- 6.26

TIM NE, 3, qundrnnfiI andIL.-. ._.. __.-_..0R--------- m

Tti O~tlng ti~~.--—_.-........----- “R-------- ZmJ

(%), Fig, 3, for To nnd Tow------------------- gd—___ Z!J.6

%
x G) G)

None-__ . . . 626

VII Fig. 2, quadrantsIII and N for p@o and None______ 3913
To.

Cr; ‘2[(H#) *,] None____ 2170

The loss of total pressure between stations 3 and 9 was
neglected. However, such loss can be taken into account
by reducing the value of p,Jp,3 by the amount of 10SS.

I?igure 6 shows the variation of the internal thrust codi-
cient CFtf with the total-pressure recovery and Mach

number computed using the procedure outlined in the sample
calculation. The temperature of combustion was assumed
to be 3000° R throughout the range of Mach numbers. It
must be remembered in the use of this figure that, since a
fixed temperature was used, either the size of the inlet or the
mass-flow ratio must reduce wiiih decreasing total-pressure
recovery or the critical area of the exhaust nozzle must be
increased to compensate for the greater speciiic volume of
-the air handled.

Turbojet.-In order to find the variation of the internal
thrust coefficient for the turbojet without and with after-
burning, the generalized characteristics of the engine shown
in figure 7 were used. Constant actual speed n of 12,500
rpm (rated speed at standard intake conditions) was asaumed
for the entire range of operation in both cases. The com-
pressor characteristics were selected so that the pressure
ratio at Mach number 1.4 would be 6.25. (The reasons for
selecting this pressure ratio are discussed in Appendix D.)
The effects of Reynolds number index (the ratio of Reynolds
number to Mach number, see ref. 6) on the compressor
characteristics have been neglected. The turbine charac-
teristics necessary to satisfy the engine operational require-
ments were determined using figures 3, 4, and 5 upon
assumption of the variation of the adiabatic efficiency q~
with corrected turbine speed for sea-level static conditions.
The operational limits were tied by the assumptioJM of: (1)
the combustion temperature (2000° R) at rated engine
speed; (2) the equality of actual rotational speeds of com-
pressor and turbine; and (3) the equality of compressor and
turbine pressure ratios at the idling speed.

The interred thrust coefficients for the turbojet with
afterburning were computed on the assumption that the

total fuel consumption (engine plus afterburner) per pound
of @r is equal to that of the ram j et at the same Mach number.
The steps of solution for the turbojet without and with after-
burning are given in chronological order in @ble I which
contains the computations for flight at Mach number 2.o in
the .@othermal region of the atmosphere.

As in the caae of the ram jet, the 10sss9 of total pressure

(Pt, P$T Pt8 $due to combustion and friction —, —, —, and ~ wwe
Pt4 Pte P+

neglected. Such losses, however, can be readily accounted
for When ptJpO is computed.

The variation of the internal-thrust coefficient C~J’ with

total-pressure recovery computed for a range of Mach
numbem is shown in figure 8. The variations of the internal
thrust coefficients with Mach number and total-pressure
recovery were calculated for the engine characteristics
pertaining to a tied actual engine speed. Thus, as the
total-pressure recovbry decreases at a given Mach number
and akitude, the stie of the air inlet or the mass-flow ratio
must be reduced for a iixed-size engine.

CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM IKAS!3-FLOW RATIO AND INLET ARRA

To illustrate the calculation of the maximum net thrust
coficient and of the required inlet area, the assumed
characteristics of an air-induction system will be combined
with the assumed engine characteristics shown in iigure 7.
In addition, the flight conditions of the example calculations
will be selected so” as to demonstrate the effects of Mach
number and altitude on the maximum net thrust coefficient,
the optimum masa-flow ratio, and the inlet area necessary
for optimum performance.

Example l.—l?light is in the isothermal region of the
atmosphere at Maoh number 2.5. The engine operates at
the rated aotual speed and us= afterburning to the extent
that the total fuel consumption is equal to that of a ram jet
having a 3000° R combustion temperature 2’%0. (see figs.
1 and 6.)

Example 2.—l?light is in the isothermal region of the
atmosphere at Mach number 1.2. The engine operates at
the r,ated actual speed and uses no afterburning.

Example 3.—l?light is at sea level at Mach number 1.2.
The engine operates at the rated actual speed and uses no
afterburning.

To simpMy presentation, the effects of the ratio of inlet
area to the maximum frontal area of the installation (A1/S*)
on the drag coeiiicient and total-prewwe recovery will be
neglected; that is, the characteristics for a fixed (AJi3*) ratio
will be used to iind the optimum mass-flow ratio. The
engine front$l area & will be assumed equal ti 70 percent
of S*, and A~L5’*=0.20 will be used in all example-s; it will
also be assumed that the engine operatw at a constant speed
(12,500 rpm) at all times, and that its size is such that it
requires &=1 square foot when p~p~O= 1.0 and iWO=1.0

at sea level, that is (w=,) =54.6 lb/see.

The assumed charac$wistics of the induction system to be
evaluated are shown in figures 9 and 10. This system,
designed for MO=2.5, uses one oblique shockwave ahead of
the entrance and a normal shock wave just inside the inlet
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at the maximum mass-flow ratio. The Al/S” ratio is typical
of induction systems of the side-scoop type. At MO= 1.2,
the maximum mass-flow ratio is less than at 1110=2.5 becafise
t,be normal shock wave is well ahead of the entice and a
considerable portion of flow is deflected past the inlet. For
the same remcm, the minimum external drag coefficient
CD,& Wh= WI n result of a grater additive drag m~~ient
(see ref. 7). The total-pressure recovery is higher at MO= 1.2
because the normaI shock wave occurs at a lower ~Mach
number.

In all cases the solution follows the outline given in the
section entitled ‘%fethod” of this report.

&p 1: !I%e variation of the internal thrust we%iciant
C~J’ with p~p,O at flight Mach number and altitude is cdcu-

Iated. Figure 11 shows the internal thrust coefficient Cr,’

for example 1 obtained from the cross plot of data of figure
S for 14.=2.5.

Step 2: The external drag coeilicients s>o-ivn in iigure 9,
when converted to & using equation (A4) of Appendix A
and AJJS*=O.20, asume the values shown in iigure 11.

Step S: The net thrust coeilicient c.-’ is obtained by sub-

tractbg oD=’ -km o.: of -e Il.

i3ixp ~: The net thrust coefficient CF., obtained using the

relation

C,* = c,n’ ($9(%)=”’-’(+9(:)(%7
()=0.286 CF.’ ~

and the values found in step 3, are shown in figure 12 for
example 1.

Siar calculatio& for examples 2 and 3 yield the results
shown in figure 13. In the case of example 3, curves similar
to those of figure 8 for sea-leveI flight must be used.

The free-stream-tube area necessary to supply the air
required by the turbojet engine of the ,illustrative &samples
is shown in figure 14 for various lMach numbers and total-
pressure recoveries at two altitudes. The curves shown wem
obtained using equation (B8) of Appendix B. The inlet
areas required at each of the three flight conditions to produce
maximum net thrust coefficients CF. were obtained by

dividing the ilee-stream areas &, required by the” engine
when the total-pressure recoveries are equal to those at

()ml ()m ~,,, by the respective ~ .—
Opt

.

The results of the calculations are summrwized in tho
following table:

1 I LIM ‘ a7bo I am2 .% ;;$ 1.0753 .94 .916I
These results indicate that the inlet area required for

optimum performance must change with altitude at rLfixed
Mach number, as well as with lMach number at n fixed
altitude. Although the results depend entirely on th~
variation of the induction system and engine characteristics
with Mach number and altitude, it is unlikely that my one
propdsive system will develop the attainable maximum net
thrust throughout the range of Mach numbers and rdtitudm
unless some means of varying the inlet area are employed.

km AERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORYCommmm m FOR hRONATJTMS,

lMoFFEm FIELD, CALm., F’ebua~ 19, 196%.
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APPENDIX A

RELATIONS DESCRIBING ‘~T THRUST CO

The internal thrust force and the intarnal thrust coefficient
are given by the following relations when the exhaust pressure
is equal to free-stream static pressure: ‘

FF;[(l+f)vll-vo] ‘
=p,~,V,2[(,+:)~-I]=2,0A[(I+:J~-1]

(Al)

oFi=&=2 $ [(1+%)%11‘A2)
where wr/w= represents tie ti~ ~o~t of fuel cons~ed
per pound of air handled. When based on the free-stream
area of the stream tube entering the duct, the internal
thrukt coefficient is given by

~F:= lgFi ~= ,
[(1+%)%-11 ‘A’)

Similarly,
s

O.,’= o., ~0= CD, — (A4)
A, *O

.

where
ml PIVIAI~o=m by definition. By continuity, PI VIAI=

ml poV04 A,
POVOAO,rmd thus —=—=—m. poVOA~ AI

The net thrust coe5cient based on&is given by

(&z’= CF:– CD,’ (A6)

The net thrust coefficient based on the engine fkontal area
is related to CF~’by the following “relation:

O,*=O,n’(w3=@wx%) (A7)
The net thermal efficiency of a proptilve system is given as

F. V,
‘=[(L. H. V.) w,]J

where I
Fn=O,m’ ~ PoVo2Ao=~ CFm’(POVOAO) vo=~ CF.’ ~ VO

thus

(A8)

where W.lwf is the weight ratio of air to fuel for the complete
installation.

If fuel is added at stations A and B and the local wdwj
ratios are lmown, it can be shorn that

(’%) [(3.+’IK%)B+L,—=
Wf t~t~

&)*+(~)B+2

?I~NT AND NET TmRMAL EFFICIENCY

tice for one pound of mixture (see ref. 5)

%nilarly, solviug for the air-to-fuel ratio necessary to make
up a total ratio,

(w) [@A+i][@,ofa,+l]_, (@G=

“B (3.-(%)/..1
APPENDIX B

RELATION BETwEEN ENGINE REQUIREMENTS AND THE
OPTIMUM INLET AREAS AT VARIOUS.FLIGHT CONDITIONS

The cmr”ected air flow given by the relation

can be plotted in the form of a ratio to the rated corrected
vrilu e ,—

Thus

or

where (wJ~==gPoVoAo is the actual weight rate of air flow

through the engine at a given Mach number. - For any
two Mach numbers iM=l md ~% the ~@@t rates me ~US
related by the ratio

for a given engine. .

The weight flow in the free stream through an area equal
to that of inlet passage iS. given by tie rdation gmv~l=
gPO~OAIaO and the weight entering the inlet is given by

(wJM6=[(gP,.wA@J :1= (B3)

At any two Mach riumbm M% ~d ~%

799

.
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If the two statio pressures and temperatures are aqual
(fixed standard @itude)

The flow through the inlet must be equal to the flow
through the engine for a matched condition. Thus,

~hce ~3=~ Po
and %= constant for a ihed altitude,

PO%

w).% [~eu%r!k-owa%~,,
==[~o(%)or,L%H:&cwa.

or

The valuea of ‘~~-” are &ven by the engine (com-

pressor) charac&”tics for corrected compreascr speed
n-.,, which may be found using figures 3 and 5. The

, mat of the terms are determined horn the inlet character-
istics and flight conditions with the help of figures 2, 3, and 5.

For flight at different altitudes and Mach numbers it can
be shown, similarly to equation (B6), that

where a; =~m~ is the speed of sound at stagnation

conditions.
The fieb-stream area.0 required by the engine at various

flight conditions can be obtained using equation (B7) by

()letting # ~p,= 1, and Al=.,. Thus

-Je G Gal aO d1.4x519 u., i.—.— —. .—
at a,l at a,l y T: a,l, 7

where
a’,— is the ratio of speed of sound at static temperahire for
a,l

@#tt altitude to that at standard sea-level conditions.
This ratio can be found from quadrant I of figure 2,

{
1- is given in figure 5 for T~= TfW which can be found
F

from quadrants I and II of @e 3.

APPENDIX c

RELATION BETWEEN INLET MASS-FLOW RATIO AND THE
ENGINE AIR REQUIREMENTS AT A FIXED MACH NUMBER
AND ALTITUDE

The mass-flow’ratio, by definition, is given by

ml _ plVIA.1
~—PI VOA1

The mass of air flowing through the inlet is then

PIVIA=; Povoi’il

The weights of air flowing through the irdet and the engine
are equal and are given by

Thus, the ratio of mass flows at difhrent m,/mOis given by

% [(w’c””+iil’w’s
(%)O,=[’W’....($)MJO.}W

or

(cl)
.

Solving for ‘~~~.’ and rearranging terms, one obtains
.

(WJW. .Ii 1!(W7Llrr. c ? [(a%lopt((y,)

(’%J8Z ~ (’al ‘(%).,/($-L
For a given Mach number and altitude the total temperature

‘%s is m~t~t, hmce

‘ [Lm&= (Whf.
By definition,

&=p/ $p,l
or

Pt~Pt, Pt~ Pt, p,
63=—=—— —

Pt,P*l Pt~ Po Pal

where ’10~=constant for a given &f. and altitude, Thus,
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**hg (wJm. .
.

(WJ,~ ml
~tbe compressor corrected speed nw,, Ccan

%
be found from the engine characteristics. The actual
engine speed n can be found, once ~ is known, since
n=n,Ow.. ~

APPENDIX D
SELECTION OF COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO

The compressor pressure ratio p,~p%, as used in this report,

has been selected using the maximum obtainable internal
. thrust coefficient as a criterion. Figures 2, 3, and 4 were

used together with the equation for the internal thrust
coefficient OF{, (Appendis A, eq. (&i)). The calculations

were based on the following principles:
1, In order to segregate the effects of variation of engine

parameters from the eflects of altitude and pressure recovery,
the conditions of the isothermal region of the atmosphere
were used and isentiopic recovery was assumed.

2. Tbe combined efficiency of the compressor and turbine
q,m was assumed to be 100 percent in all computdions, and
a combustion temperature of 2000° R was used.

3. The internal thrust coefficient c~~ wak detetied for

assumed Mach numbers of flight. The exhaust nozzle vvas
considered 100 percent eflicient.

The remdts of these calculations are shown in figure 15
for the turbojet without afterburning. The points of msxi-
mum internal thrust coefficients have been joined by a curve
which indicates the compressor pressure ratios necessary to
obtain optimum operation. The data of figure 15 are ideal-
ized since the variation in compressor efficiency with tem-
perature was not included (q.qj was assumed to be 100
percent).

The optimum pressure ratios, however, are not tiected
appreciably by the combined efEciency; the thrust czl-
efficients, on the contrary, are largely dependent on ei3i-
ciency of every component of an installation. Pre9sure
ratios of the comprcs-sor of figure 7 at various Mach numbers
also are shown in figure 15. The vilue of p,~p%=6.25 at

MO= 1.4 was selectid as one that would produce approxi-
mately maximum interred thrust coefficient without after-
burning at Mach numbem less than 2.0. Figure 16, which
presents data similar to those of figure 15 but with after-
burning, shows that the same engine using afterburning is
capable of producing nearly maximum internal thrust
coefficients in the range of Mach numbers between 2.o and
3.0. Again, the amount of afterburning was controlled so
that total fuel consumption would be equal. ti that of the
mm jet of figure 6.
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FIGURE 6.—Effeob of total—preamrerecovery on internal thrust c-oeffielentof a ram jet operating at 3000° Rankine in the isothermal region
of atmosphere.
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Corrected compressor speed , ncwc c = — , rpm
k

Corrected turbine speed, nwc t .—, rpm
&

Fmmm 7.— Turbojet-engine obaracterietics cmrected to standard sea-level static atmospheric conditions.
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FICNJRES.—Effeots of total-pmure recovery on internal thrust coefficient of turbojet of figure 7 operating in the isothermal region of tho atmos-
phere at 2000° Rankine without afterbuming and the same turbojet with afterbuming hating a total air-to-fuel ratio equal to that of tho mm
jet of figure 6.
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FIGURE 10.—Induction-system characteristics at Mach number 1.2.
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FIGURE Il.—Effects of rumx+-flow ratio on thrust and drag coefficients.
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